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Abstract
Truth-default theory offers an account of human deceptive
communication where people are honest unless they have a
motive to deceive and people passively believe others unless
suspicion and doubt are actively triggered. The theory is
argued to account for wide swings in vulnerability to deception
in different types of situations in and out of the lab. Three
moderators are advanced to account for differential vulnera-
bility to political misinformation and disinformation. Own belief
congruity, social congruence, and message repetition are
argued to combine to affect the probability that implausible and
refutable false information is accepted as true.
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“The truth has no defense against a fool determined to believe a
lie.” Apparently fake Mark Twain quote posted on
twitter by Ref. [1].
Introduction
The twin goals of this essay are to introduce readers to
truth-default theory [2,3] and to expand TDT by
specifying three new trigger moderators. These addi-
tions allow TDT to make better sense of human
vulnerability to implausible and refutable false infor-
mation. By implausible lies, I mean communication
content that should be obviously false such as the claim
that birds aren’t real [4] and other seemingly improb-
able claims.
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My argument begins with three examples demon-
strating different levels of vulnerability to false or
misleading information: fraudulent text messages,
research involving deceptive research practices, and
research explicitly testing deception detection accuracy.
Later in the essay, the case of false political information
is added to the mix. My ultimate aim is to show how a
modified TDT provides a coherent and robust account
of deception in and out of the lab.
Explaining deception detection in everyday
life and the lab
Three examples
I typically get several deceptive text messages per day.
They are easy to spot. For example, I was just informed

that my $9377 Winter stimulus benefit was just issued.
All I need to do is to reply “Winter” to claim it. I hit
“report spam” instead and blocked the number.

Most people, I think, are quite good at detecting
deception like this. I estimate that the accuracy of
deception detection for fraudulent text messaging is
probably better than 99.9%. With an estimated 87.8
billion spam text messages per year [5], only a tiny
proportion need to be successful to defraud millions
from victims. If the projected loss in 2020 was $86

million and the median loss was $800 [17], then the hit
rate is low indeed. The point is that the vast majority of
deceptive text messages do not fool their targets.

Compare deception detection in fraudulent text
messaging to experiments that involve stooges or con-
federates. These are examples of identity deception
where the people the research participants encounter
are not who they claim to be. In my lab, these are
members of my research team who pose as research
participants to stage an experiment. Famous examples

include Ref. [6] group members and Ref. [7] victim. As
those who do this sort of research know well, research
participants seldom suspect that others in the experi-
ments are not who they seem. I estimate that accuracy
in this sort of situation hovers around 1% or 2%. In one of
my recent experiments, only 1 out of 67 participants
presented even minimal evidence of suspicion, and
that study included an implausible lie condition on top
of identity deception [8]. All of the participants
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2 Honesty and Deception
unquestionably accepted that they were conversing with
another research participant. They were not. The
deception was invariably successful. Accuracy was 0.00%

The consequences of being duped by a criminal scam
compared to an IRB-approved experiment are quite
different. The severity of consequences, however, is not
why these situations produce such different levels of

accuracy. Before getting to my explanation, there is a
third example to ponder.

If you read peer-reviewed, social scientific research on
deception detection, it won’t take you long to come
across the 54% accuracy finding. It is ubiquitous in the
literature. The 54% finding comes from the often-cited
and authoritative meta-analysis by Ref. [9]. Accuracy
(raw percent correct truth-lie discrimination) was
normally distributed around 54% with a standard devi-
ation of about 6%. Hit rates in deception detection ex-

periments are uniformly much lower than for fraudulent
text messages and much higher than for identity
deception in lab experiments.

A puzzle for theories of human deception detection
Why, I ask, is deception detection accuracy better than
99% for fraudulent text messages, 54% in direct exper-
imental tests, and less than 2% in a different experi-
mental literature involving deception but not about
deception? TDT, I argue, explains these large variations.

Truth-default theory
As the name of the theory implies, the centralmost idea of
TDTis that people default to the truth, or at least truth as
they know it. Generally, humans communicate honestly
unless there is a reason(s) to deceive others, and humans
passively accept incoming communication as honest
unless they have a reason(s) to suspect otherwise. That is,
deception (but not honest communication) requires a
motive. Suspicion, skepticism, and disbelief require trig-
gers. As both senders and receivers of communication,
honesty and passive belief are the starting points.

The focus of this essay is on the reception side of TDT.
From the TDT perspective, defaulting to the truth is
highly beneficial. It allows for effective and efficient
communication. We can learn from other people and
pass along our knowledge. We get the benefits of
cooperation and coordinating our activities with others.
We develop and maintain social, personal, and profes-
sional relationships. We would be bogged down in un-
certainty if we second-guessed the veracity of all
incoming communication. Further, most communication

is honest, and even when deceptive, most lies are benign
[10]. The risks of harm from deception does not justify
constant vigilance. The cost of defaulting to the truth is
short-term vulnerability to occasional deception. In the
TDT view, the trade-off is more than worth it [3].
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This said, people can be too trusting or too prone to
suspicion. People who miss red flags for deception are,
for example, at a higher risk of victimization from
financial fraud. Alternatively, overly suspicious people
may have difficulty forming satisfying relationships.
Situational calibration is critical.

According to TDT, the thought that any communication

message might be deception does not come to mind
unless actively triggered. TDT specifies two types of
triggers. Triggers of the first kind – suspicion or skep-
ticism triggers – bring the possibility of deception to
mind. Triggers of the second kind move the cognitive
state from suspicion and uncertainty to active disbelief.
Examples of triggers include discrepancies between
communication content and prior knowledge, logical
inconsistencies in communication content, apparent
motives for deception, and sender behaviors associated
with a dishonest demeanor.

The two triggers are thought of as having different
thresholds for activation or different levels of trigger
sensitivity. When the first trigger is engaged but not the
second, people are said to be truth-biased, although they
can be truth-biased or suspicious in varying degrees.
Unlike defaulting to the truth which is passive, people
often will consciously accept communication as honest
even when they are aware that it might not be.

It follows that for people to be accurate at deception

detection, they first need to be on guard for it. The
threshold for the first trigger must be passed, and people
need to temporarily abandon their truth default state.
Then, there must be diagnostically useful information in
the communication and/or the environment to activate
the second trigger and lead to a correct conscious
assessment that the communication is false ormisleading.

These two criteria seem to be met in the text fraud
situation. People know that spam and phishing are
things about which they need to be wary. Most of the
fraud messages are variations on a set of themes and thus

recognizable for what they are. Hence deception is ac-
curacy high.

In the deceptive research practices and other instances of
identity deception, the idea that things are not what they
seem and people are not who they claim to be may never
come tomind (Levine et al., 2020). The first trigger is not
activated, and even if it is, the lab set up is such that the
nature of deception is disguised. Participants may know
that something might be hidden, but they do not know
what is hidden. The thresholds for both triggers are not

passed, and the participants are almost always duped.

In deception detection experiments, researchers acti-
vate the first trigger by explicitly asking the participants
www.sciencedirect.com
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Predictionsaboutdeceptiondetection invarioussituations

Situation Ratio honest
and

deceptive
messaging

Suspicion
Trigger

Availability of
diagnostic veracity

information

Anticipated
accuracy

Moderators

Deception detection experiments 50–50 Yes No 54% Variables that increases
diagnostic veracity
information

Identity deception in experiment 100% deception No No Less than 2% No strong moderators
Fraudulent text messages Variable Yes Yes Greater than 99% Knowledge of phishing
Political misinformation and

disinformation
Variable Variable Yes Highly variable Belief congruence, social

congruence, and message
prevalence
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to make a truth-lie assessment. Truths and lies are
equally probable in the lab, and most senders do not give
off diagnostic cues. Some senders are matched (come off
as they are) and some are mismatched leading to pre-

dictable errors. A few people, however, are poor liars and
are thus easily detectable keeping accuracy just above
pure chance. The net result is 54% in deception
detection experiments [3].
The case of misinformation/disinformation
Whereas TDT explains the differential detection rates
in the previous examples, the original specification

seems inadequate to account for another class of false or
misleading content: misinformation, disinformation,
fake news, and conspiracy theories [16]. Whether Q
Anon acceptance, climate change denial, unjustified
vaccine skepticism, or acceptance of the claims
advanced by a particularly truth-challenged political
figure, understanding the uncritical acceptance of false
or implausible communication content is not as simple
as merely defaulting to the truth. The problem for TDT
in examples of this type is that triggers abound, but
reasonable skepticism and justifiable disbelief are not
sufficiently triggered and diagnostic information is

dismissed. The theoretical solution, I believe, is the
specification of trigger sensitivity moderators. I think
that three, especially in combination, are most critical.
Before outlining the three moderators, I want to assert
that in a theoretically important respect, the current
misinformation/disinformation crisis in not new. Social
and digital media amplify messaging and allow for rapid
spread as never before. Nevertheless, large groups of
humans have probably always held sets of beliefs that
other groups dismiss as total nonsense. Human cultures
have always had their mythologies. There is, I believe,
something very deeply human about uncritically
www.sciencedirect.com
accepting objectively false (or at least unprov-
able) ideas.

Three moderators
Why, and under what conditions, will people accept in-
formation in the face of good reason to think it may be
false? The first and most critical consideration I think is
belief congruence. People are much more likely to

believe something when it fits with what they already
believe. People are also more likely to reject opinions
and evidence that conflict with their beliefs. The more
committed people are to their relevant beliefs, the
stronger the effect. We can think of this as an example of
confirmation bias [11] and understand it as an applica-
tion of dissonance theory [12].

The second moderator is social congruence. What I have
in mind here is a combination of [13] principles of social
poof and identity. People are more likely to accept

message content that is supported by their social
network, especially when acceptance and rejection
serves to differentiate an in-group from an outgroup.

The third moderator is message repetition and persis-
tence. The more often people encounter the content,
the more likely they are to accept it [14] and the more
comfortable they become with the content [15].

My contention is when people repeatedly encounter
message content that fits with their existing beliefs,

matches what others in their social group believe,
where the content is tied to an ingroup-outgroup
distinction, and where the claim is ubiquitous in their
communication environment, acceptance is highly
probable regardless of message veracity or the avail-
ability of conflicting information. Under the confluence
of these three conditions, people are almost invariably
duped by false or misleading content.
Current Opinion in Psychology 2022, 47:101380
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4 Honesty and Deception
Conclusion
Truth-default theory proposes that people default to the

truth. Honesty is the starting point for both senders and
receivers of communication. Humans communicate
honestly unless there is a reason to deceive others, and
suspicion, skepticism, and disbelief of communication
require a trigger. A puzzle, however, is why people
accept some types of false and misleading information
even when there exist good, objective reasons to suspect
veracity. The answer is that the relations between the
content of the information, people’s own beliefs, peo-
ple’s social environment, and the larger information
environment combine to affect susceptibility to false

and misleading information.
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